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Comments from our Reception Parents  
 

We couldn't be happier with our school choice. Our daughter looks forward to 

going to school every day and always comes home with enthusiasm about what 

she has learnt. Mrs Ash and Mrs Critchley are fantastic and have helped our 

daughter to settle in brilliantly. The regular updates through parent pay and 

twitter are a great way of keeping up with everything that Reception are doing. 

 

We are both really proud of our daughter with how well she has settled in to 

Euxton C of E. She tells us every day of the new things she is learning and all 

the new friends she has made! We are really happy that we get to be part of 

the school community and know that she is happy too! 

 

Our son has settled in really well. He is happy and enjoying school. Really 

pleased also that Mrs Ash has been quick to spot a potential speech problem 

which I had been putting down to immaturity but after talking it through agree 

that an assessment and some extra support may help. Really impressive that we 

are a matter of weeks into reception and that she has picked up on this.  From a 

parents perspective we are happy, comfortable and trust that school will be a 

warm, supportive, encouraging and nurturing environment for him as it continues 

to be for our older son. 

 

School starts with a really warm welcome from teachers and headteacher alike, 

and my son leaves school every day saying "I had a good day at school 

today!".  Teachers have inspired my son to be more confident in those little 

practical skills, such as buttoning his coat, to new skills like learning to write his 

name.  School keeps me informed of his welfare ... staff genuinely 

care.  Worship is fantastic!  The Christian values of the school are also 

apparent when the older children very often play and support the little ones.  I 

could not have chosen a better school.  I have started to volunteer at the 

school and see first hand that what is said to happen at school, genuinely does. 

My little boy enjoys his time at school so much, he shouts loudly each morning 

as the school gate opens "COME ON EVERYBODY, LOOK! THE GATE'S 

OPENING, LET'S GO INSIDE"!  I think I have a headmaster in the making! 

 



Our starting school experience has been really positive. As well as support from 

the school we have also had great support offered from other parents and 

children which was very welcoming. We have all settled into our new routine 

quickly and are really happy with our choice. 

 

Our daughter has settled very quickly into her schooling career. The way she 

and her fellow reception class students are taught is showing in her speech and 

attitude at home, and as parents we are very happy with the way Euxton C of E 

are helping her learn. 

 

Our boy had absolutely loved school from day one, in fact the only tears he has 

shed were when he learned he wasn't going to after school club every 

day! Already, just a few weeks into the year, we have heard so much about 

activities, opportunities, and experiences that are going on, there is such a 

creative and varied range of learning which is a real real joy to see and gives us 

lots to talk about with him. His teachers and Mr Ward are always around should 

we need anything which is so reassuring and there is just a lovely community 

feel to the school. We are so pleased to be part of the Euxton CE family! 

We feel extremely fortunate that our little girl was accepted at Euxton C of E 

primary school. When we first had a look we immediately noticed the warmth 

and family feel and this has now been confirmed since our daughter has 

started. We can’t help but notice that all the staff are always smiling, friendly 

and always ready to help - nothing is ever a problem. Everyone is very 

approachable and happy to help in anyway they can. This is truly a happy place 

and we are so grateful our daughter gets to be in such a positive environment. 

Mrs Ash and the team have been wonderful in helping her settle in. What really 

stood out to us though is that the children of other classes have made such an 

effort to make her feel welcome and help her with whatever they can. We feel 

this is a real credit to the school and all the efforts they put in. We also love 

how well the school is communicating with us - knowing what is going on or being 

reminded is extremely helpful from our a parental point of view. It’s only been a 

few weeks but we have already observed many positive changes at home in our 

daughter as well (her vocabulary and writing more letters for example). Our 

little girl loves going to this school and bounces every morning on the way in! We 

are very thankful for this amazing school and all its fantastic work! We wouldn’t 

hesitate to recommend it to anyone. 

In our Christian family, we all SHINE in the light of Jesus. 


